Discover the Structured Breast Implant that combines the benefits of saline and silicone gel implants without the drawbacks that concern women most—an unnatural feel and the risk of silent rupture.
BEAUTY WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Women seeking breast implants have been forced to choose between the peace of mind of saline or the more realistic look and natural feel of silicone gel. The IDEAL IMPLANT is a Structured implant that gives you the benefits of both.
WHY ARE MORE WOMEN CHOOSING THE IDEAL IMPLANT?

You want a beautiful, natural, and safe result, that doesn’t leave you wondering if an implant may have ruptured. Here is why the IDEAL IMPLANT Structured Breast Implant technology offers many of the benefits of saline and silicone gel implants, without some of the drawbacks:

- Youthful shape and natural feel
- Filled with saline, that is safely absorbed by the body if ruptured
- No sticky silicone gel from ruptured implants in surrounding tissues
- No silent rupture—you will always know that your implants are intact
- Lower rupture rate and higher rupture strength
- Requires a smaller incision than silicone gel implants
- No costly MRIs needed to detect silicone gel rupture
- Smooth surface

Women love IDEAL IMPLANT because they no longer need to choose between a beautiful, natural look and the peace of mind of knowing their implants are intact.
STRUCTURED vs. SALINE IMPLANTS

Saline is a safe, natural solution easily absorbed by the body in case of rupture. But many women feel they have to compromise on the look and feel of the implant, which wrinkles and moves like a water balloon. IDEAL IMPLANT combines the peace of mind of only saline inside with an advanced, structured technology that gives women the beautiful look, natural feel and realistic movement they are looking for.

STRUCTURED vs. SILICONE GEL IMPLANTS

When intact, silicone gel implants are FDA-approved and safe. But when they rupture, the FDA states the “implant and any gel should be removed.” Yet silicone gel ruptures are silent, meaning they can only be detected by an MRI, so the FDA recommends that women have an MRI scan every other year to find out if their implants have ruptured. IDEAL IMPLANT offers a natural feel without these concerns.

You shouldn’t have to choose between natural feel and peace of mind. With the IDEAL IMPLANT, you will always know your implants are intact simply by looking in the mirror.
AN IMPLANT INSPIRED BY WOMEN’S CONCERNS

The unique design of the IDEAL IMPLANT is what gives it a natural feel and youthful look, without using silicone gel. It has a series of implant shells nested together and two separate chambers that hold the saline. It is made with standard implant materials, yet uses an advanced internal structure to control movement of the saline and support the implant edges to reduce collapse and wrinkling.

IDEAL IMPLANT has undergone 10 years of development, testing, and refinement, including contributions of clinical expertise from many plastic surgeons. It was approved by both FDA and Health Canada in 2014.

“In my profession I have seen many ruptured silicone gel implants removed, and I knew this was not something I wanted for myself. I am very thin and fit and do not have much breast tissue, so my saline implants showed a lot of rippling and wrinkling, and depending on how I was standing, you could sometimes see the outline of the implant under my skin. Since my saline implants have been replaced with IDEAL IMPLANTS, I no longer have any wrinkling or rippling, and my husband says these implants feel natural.”

– Barbara, Surgical Nurse
The IDEAL IMPLANT is made in the United States at an FDA inspected facility.
Refer to the FDA-approved IDEAL IMPLANT Patient Information Booklet at idealimplant.com for information about the risks and benefits associated with the IDEAL IMPLANT® Structured Breast Implant. Additional information may be obtained at idealimplant.com.

WHY COMPROMISE?
You deserve the IDEAL choice for your body, lifestyle and well-being. The IDEAL IMPLANT is only available through our network of plastic surgeons certified or eligible for certification by the American Board of Plastic Surgery.

Included Limited Warranty
Lifetime replacement for deflation
Financial assistance in first 10 years
Contralateral implant replacement
See idealimplant.com for terms
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